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Vienna orchestra vst

TykkääTykätty3.9 / 5Insuspiritcing Library EVER. I wish we had samples of mandolin, it seems that Contact has quite a monopoly on the mandolin samples that are available, I've been all over the internet. It would be great to have an alternative to Contact. That's my Christmas wish! &lt;3 The Vienna Symphony Library is
published by the Big Bang Orchestra, a free sample-based virtual orchestra. The Instrument Library is free to download, but you'll need ViennaKey or some other USB eLicenser (with Steinberg or Arturia, for example) to activate the installation. The Big Bang Orchestra is powered by vienna symphonic library's freeware
Synchron Player. This means that you can download an instrument like the VST, AU or AAX plugin into any compatible digital audio work wall on pc and Mac. Although the library itself and the host instrument are free to download, usb eLicenser is required for activation. The Vienna Symphony Library currently offers a
Viennese key licenser for €15 (usually at a price of €24) in its online store. The library has a Tutti orchestra that was recorded using several microphones. The team of the Vienna Symphony Library sampled a wide range of articulations, including staccatos, maintained, marcatos, swells and runs. The Big Bang Orchestra
works perfectly to layer over existing compositions, to add a subtle orchestral vibe to the project, or to create massive sound effects such as orchestral swells and tension points, and more. Thanks to the virtual synchron Player mixer, the user can change the volume of each single microphone channel. This only adds to
the flexibility of the instrument, which makes it able to provide both an even and epic orchestral performance. The included mixer preset is a great way to quickly browse some types of ambient orchestra that can be achieved with the Big Bang Orchestra. For more information about the library, see the product below. The
Big Bang Orchestra is available for free download via the Vienna Symphony Library (powered by Synchrone Player, requires eLicenser to activate). The 32-bit 64-bit free Mac Windows Library of Vienna software is more than just a sample library – it's a tool that helps you create truly sounding orchestral performances of
your own music. But are we talking about the Berlin Philharmonic or the Portsmouth Symphony? VSL's various releases on DVD so far (left to right): Performance Set and Orchestral Cube, comprising three individual volumes of Strings, Brass &amp; Woodwinds, and Persuaence.About a year ago, a word about a new
orchestral sample library began to spread across Internet forums: a library of massive dimensions and volumes recorded in a custom building; library on a scale that pritlika all before tried in this area. After initial speculation that the publication was merely a duplique, it soon became clear that the Vienna Symphony
Library (which is both the name of the company and the collective name given to its products) was very real. And Since officially launching at the September AES show in Los Angeles, the componokers have been feverishly waiting to see the libraries, the first parts of which began to be sent earlier this year. VSL
Orchestral Cube £1,189prosAuprosagently large. Exemplary musicianship, great intoneation and delivery. Super clean, no recording noise. Musically intelligent programming and erudite documentation.consImportant instruments missing in the First Edition.No loops, and some length notes are a little on the short
side.summaryVeter orchestral work by people who understand the orchestra. This cultural library, carried out, filmed and programmed by leading experts, demonstrates a forceful, unwavering devotion to the ideals of musical precision and clarity. Although not yet fully comprehensive, the first edition of VSL already sets
the standard for others, and the potential for multiple editions of similar size looks to continue this library's flashing status. The Vienna Symphony Library (or VSL) currently consists of two components: Orchestral Cube First Edition (44GB on seven DVDs) and Performance Set First Edition (50GB on seven DVDs).
Orchestral Cube is basically a multi-directional orchestra comprising Strings (10.77GB on two DVDs), Brass &amp; Woodwinds (20.71GB on three DVDs) and percussion volumes (12.55GB on two DVDs), each of which can also be purchased separately. Performance Set is the place where VSL really starts to smash
new floors, providing implementation elements like a real legato – more on how it's achieved later – along with all manner of grace notes, running and repetition, for all the instruments that are presented in the Strings and Brass &amp; Woodwinds sections of the orchestral cube set. Title First edition means, of course,
that more needs to come, and that is absolutely the case – the first edition lacks certain instruments that might be needed in the orchestral arrangement, even though the vast majority of the orchestral elements are represented. Pro Edition is expected to be released later this year, which will offer first-release customers a
special 'VIP' price, at which the first edition will be discontinued and only the more expensive Pro Edition will be available. For more information, see the Upcoming Attractions box. The first edition of the orchestral cube is available for both Gigastudio and EXS24 MkII platforms, and at the time of writing the Performance
Set is only available for Gigastudio, although the EXS24 version is expected to be released soon. For this review we have been sent a complete Gigastudio version. Getting Started Each instrument and ensemble is available as a collection of Giga files in a folder on DVDs, so the idea is to create a VSL folder on your
computer's hard drive and copy all folders from dvd to it. Manual installations may have been a little screwed up, but the approach taken by VSL is in place, as it would be a pain to You had to install the entire tolka section just to access the finger cymbal Giga file. However, it should be said that such a large library will
take some time to install, even with the fastest DVD-ROM drive, so that it will be ready to spend the best part of the morning getting everything ready. Given the scale of the library, the logical organization of the material was a pleasant surprise, and while it took a few moments to get used to the slightly crypto naming
conventions that were used, it didn't take long for it all to make sense. There is a folder for each instrument or ensemble, and each folder contains the 'Basic Set' Giga file, which provides an overview of available articulations in one place, usually with two dynamic layers. Further Giga files in each folder contain long notes,
short notes and other specialized articulations for each instrument or ensemble, with additional dynamic layers. Basic designs are very useful for quickly sketching an arrangement if computer resources are limited; you can always start replacing instruments with their more memory counterparts when it comes to the
finished mix. The library is described in more than 500 pages of documentation with musical and technical details, including orchestration tips, a list of adjects that poetically describe aspects of the sound of each instrument, and a useful diagram showing a typical orchestral setting. This is excellent, thorough and accurate
documentation, but unfortunately it is only supplied in PDF format at the time of writing. The printed version is on the go and promises to be more visual than the current PDF version, although VSL has decided to wait until the EXS24 version is finished before printing starts – the printed manual should be available in April
when you read it. Double bass shots of the ensemble in VSL's specially built Silent Stage facility. It took many months of sessions to complete the recordings for VSL First Edition so as not to say anything about editing the sample! One of the biggest questions that new users will have about VSL undoubtedly relates to
the computer requirements that are necessary for the actual use of the library. For Gigastudio users, the problem is that we have now reached a stage where software restrictions have become apparent from hardware restrictions, as Gigastudio v2.5 is currently limited to 80 stereo votes and can only use up to Gigabyte of
the entire memory installed on the computer. This does not mean that you can not use the library if you only have one computer, though: assuming you have Gigabyte memory (which you absolutely need to have), it is possible to load all the basic instruments (except full strings, harp and percussion) along with one
timpani instrument, and this will use 70 percent of your available memory. However, if you buy both an orchestra cube and a set of performances, you will be seriously limited by machine, especially if you are making complex arrangements, so a budget for at least two machines is absolutely necessary. It's A String Thing
The First Edition has a standard large orchestral string ensemble of 14 violins, 10 viola, eight cells and six double basses. Thanks to the use of a silent stage (the custom building in which the whole VSL was taken - see the picture above and the box on page 201), the patterns do not float in the ambience of the great
hall, but sound clear and detailed, with an almost tangible presence that combines rich, bright tone with a dash of classical bullying. Instead of being divided into first-and-second violin ensembles, violinists play all their patterns in a joined section, and long notes are cramped, balanced and finely enforceable, played with
dedication, precision and emotional, but not too top-notch vibrat. One of the immediately obvious features is the slow arch attack, which produces gentle, shingly-ins unique to this library. This irresistible, husky quality is most evident in silent low notes, becomes less outcast in the above register, and disappears as
volume increases. Dynamic change Many innovative (and very intensive) VSL work centers on samples with progressive dynamics, i.e. notes whose volume changes over time. This important area of expression has been explored to the point where more than 45 percent of string ensembles, honey and wood patterns fall
into one of the so-called library dynamics categories. Nothing shows the depth of choice unprecedentedly better than solo honey instruments; these have a light, medium and strong intensity of crescendo and diminuenda, making six different durations, played with different types of vibrata or without vibrata and sampled
on up to four dynamic layers! In addition to the layered shades of krescenda and diminuend, all instruments except tolkus and harp have a Special Dynamics category offering dramatic performances of forte-piano, sforzato, sforzatissimo and crescendo-diminuendo (pfp). Each of them starts with a powerful attack that
works just as well as marching. The library doesn't contain the patterns, but luckily, the 14 fista long notes (which come in three dynamics) are left behind with a duration of 17 to 23 seconds - an additional ff espresso performances that play with a strong vibrate lasting six seconds. Combined gently to summon piano
patterns, sweetly sung mezzo-forte and strong, biting fortes and espressos give a wide, naturally sounding dynamic response. Violas share muted, stingy silent attacks and strong espressos and make a wide, vibrant section of sound that will enrich any string arrangement. It is refreshing that these viola players are not
like the reserved, fearful creatures of the orchestral legend – if they are required to fire col legnos (the only series section in the first edition to do so) or to bow aggressively, Powerful, ride percussion noise with great snap and pop. Although cellos' performances are generally exemplary, and their low range is very
pleased, the long notes at their top A series are less; minimal vibrato and VSL chamber acoustic conspiracy players to produce comparatively thin, almost astringent sound. Strong vibrato (espresso) performances are more emotional, but their delivery of FF is highlighted rather than gentle – for a more exuberant, more
romantic sound of the section, the sensitive volumes of cellosa pfp performances are more effective. Together with violins, violas and bashes, the kelos play fine, bright picikat in close and light tastes (two types each) that are executed with military precision. Basses's double long notes (played at two dynamics, f and p)
unpiloted for 20 seconds, like a bunch of low-flying Concordes, with shorter capabilities of two to three seconds, sampled in four dynamics, offers a wider range of timbral. These big, state-run, well-off long notes sound calm and authoritative, providing a safe basis for the rest of the strings. Dynamics &amp; Short Bows
Tucked away inside each sections 'Special Dynamics' category (see above Dynamic Change box) are sforzato and sforzatismo performances that will blow your Lycra legs off. Performed as if the actors were forcing murderous thoughts towards their conductor (which was likely after weeks of playing single notes over
and over again), these fizzing, aggressive arches of marcatos carve on strings, such as the jungle explorers who pick away the growing. While subtle, booming attack strings are an important part of their charm and character, the library also provides alternative, abbreviated-attack versions. Faster attacks sound
completely natural, and their immediate response benefits from faster transitions, legato play and pads. In the short note category, staccatos and detachés in the choice of up and down arches that can be quickly alternately used via Giga's key tool or with the modify tool (see the Store Tools box on page 138 for more
information). Staccatos are good and strong, and the gentle more gentle transmitters bow down with a lot of feeling. Useful versions, though, the times of releasing violins are too long for fast music. And there is so much more: multidynamic crescendos, diminuendos and cresc-dims of varying lengths and intensity; forte-
pianos; multidynamic tremolos, tones and half-trili (the last three offered, unique, in the choice of abstentions or in three changing dynamic categories described above). These are expressive, dramatic patterns that bring little light to the life of the MIDI composer. offers a choice of two different programming combinations,
one using cellos and violins (split C2-B3/C4-D7) and the other double basses and violas (B0-B2/C3-E6). To maintain memory these use only two layers of speed and mapping the wholeton pattern, and these two combinations cannot be layered or crossed, just switching over the mod wheel. To play both at the same
time, the fastest way (though doubles the required polyphony) is to assign violins and cellos combo Gigastudio's Port 1, channel 1 and viola and double basses pair in Port 2, channel 1. Reduce the level of the second combination by 15 or more, connect the door and you'll hear a rather wonderful, rich sound of VSL's full
string orchestra. VSL artistic director Michael Hula on the Silent Stage. VSL logical group harp with sets of families, and the first impression of listening to the harp gently stroking pianissimos was that it was completely noise-free recording; The silent stage actually lives up to its name. During this review, we both fell in
love with harps, because it's really one of those sampled instruments that you can't stop playing, producing wonderful tone that makes even the wrong notes sound good. Three-dynamic straight notes behave somewhat unexpectedly; p notes have a slightly thin (though not unattrm) attack, while samples mf and f



produce a classic, full, plummy harf tone that we know and love. 'Près de la table' (plucked close to the sound board) performances give a more nasal, acoustic guitar-like timbre, while the accordion harps fall like raindrops, evocable and superbly played. A very pleasing set of sounds, rounded with a wonderful tremolo
effect called bisbigliando, which when playing chord sounds like a soft, tremozno shaky thrumming hundred heavenly mandolin - beautiful wood. Where Muck... Switching to brass ensembles with appropriate fanfare, the three trumpets play enduring notes in three dynamics, the loudest of which has a glossy, triumphant
tone that suits them to declare the arrival of a load of archangels. If you hold the pedal and play loud chords on the trumpets, you will hear that the Silent Stage creates a beautiful short reverb! The trio of trombones is also excellent, sounding equally comfortable playing sleek silent notes or roaring loudly. Extensive with
confidence, both sectiones maintain excellent intonation and meticulously coordinated delivery throughout their performances. The only side is that trumpets and trombones fail to excommunicit their name and give up spirit after just five or six seconds. Componors looking for a big, cinematic sound will be well looked
forward to a magnificently rich-sounding ensemble of four French horns. Highlights include some magnificent long notes and marcatos, enhanced by the player's absolutely perfect tune, and excellent enoums to match those trumpets and All straight notes have excellent, flutter-tongue effects when the abstention and
crescendo varieties make colorful, ribald noise, and a comprehensive set of ripping glissandi travel fifth or octava up or down. First Edition Instrumental Mix STRINGS* Bassoon*** Field drum.* 14 violins*. * Crash cymbals (piatti).* 10 viola*. TUNED PERLATION* Suspended cymbals.* Eight cellos*.* Krotale (small off-the-
air cymbals).* Fingering cymbals.* Six double basses*.* Glockenspiel. * HARP.* TIMPANI.* TAMBURI.* Three trombonites.* Small bells.* Four French horns.* Flat bells.* A block of wooden.* Trumpet (in C)*. Gate2'* Thunder sheet.* Trombone.* Cencerros (pitched cowbells.* Spring drum.* The French horn*.* Japanese
singing bowls.* Whip.* A lithophone.* A hammer. * Car horns. WOODWINDSDRUMS &amp; CYMBALS* Gunshots.* Flute*.* Bass drum. Snare bobn. * Clarinet in B flat*.* Piccolo drum.* = also included in performance set. Solo Brass After enjoying a vibrant stereo acoustic from honeyed ensembles, solo brass sounds
comparatively dry and narrow, but this helps focus attention on the sound details of the instruments. There is not much obvious difference between the solo horn 'light vibrato' and no vibrato versions, but the different articulations of the attack and the length of the note give the user a wealth of possibilities. As well as
subtle diluted four-dynamic maintenance, there are key and lip-edicles, levels and crescendo flutter-jengue patterns, and f&amp;ff schmett (blared) notes to raise the dead. The French horn is a notoriously difficult tool, but this player remains firmly in control throughout everything that must have been a marathon. The
VSL standalone trumpet (model C, instead of the more frequent B-plate instrument) comes with four vibrato options: light, progressive, strong and none. Dave loved the progressive best, not because of his associations with mellorons, Magma and Marllione, but because he happened to have the best seizures. The
strong option sounds a little hasty, but sanding some of its patterns into an otherwise unmissable transition will add sense and increase realism. With the addition of a suitable great revert, we can imagine this trumpet that wrapped up a triumphant theme on the soundtrack of some space blockbuster. When it comes to
the lengths of the trumpet note, the user is really spoiled for selection; there are two lengths of permanent notes (maximum eight seconds), one second medium note, 0,5- and 0.3-second portato with normal, hard and soft attacks and some well-drilled staccatos. All of these versions are multidynamic, and not content
with playing tone and half-trili at slow and fast speeds, the trumpeter also plays the accelerating trili. In addition to being useful for scaring Jehovah's Witnesses (a rapid explosion of introduction to Stripper usually does a trick), trombone can handle support parts and four-dynamic stakatos solo instrument (also presented
in a beautiful version of soft attacks) soundly effective in drawing a insistent eighth note, especially with a sustainable pedal that is depressing for revealing the full decay of patterns. All honey staccatos and portatos supply two alternate sets of samples, and the keyswitching between them makes rhythmic passages
sound more softening and organic. The tuba, rounded, deep and melifluous, is a reflectable game, and its middle and high registers work well for melodies, especially when one of the vibrata options is chosen. For use in bright harmonies, nevibriato maintains work better. Since the tube is traditionally used to play bass
note honey chords, it was disappointing to discover that his f and ff non-vibrato maintains only two seconds. Why the player was so short of breath is unknown, but this is an area where a little judicial loop would save the day. Tuba staccatos and portato short notes are all extremely decoded. As for the pahul patterns of
lusting language – don't go there unless you're in full Benny Hill mode! All four solo brass instruments play long, medium and short notes, sustained and crescendo flutter-jengue effects, and all but trombone play tons and half-trili. In addition, each instrument has four broad progressive dynamic categories. They didn't use
Germans on the honey. Tools Store For those users who perform VSL under Gigastudio as we were, it is necessary to run an additional application in addition to using some of the more advanced library features such as legato and repeating modes in the Performance Kit, and automatically switching articulations (such
as up and down arches for strings) in the orchestral cube. The orchestral cube is supplied with the Modify Tool, while the performance set includes the Performance Tool — owners of both parts of the library must install only the Performance Tool, as the Modify Tool behavior is also part of that program. Setting the
appropriate tool is fairly easy if you are running a Gigastudio on a stand-alone machine; So when you are not performing the sequence and gigastudio on the same computer. In a stand-alone situation, you just need to run the appropriate tool next to and on the main screen, set the MIDI input tool from your computer's
MIDI input port and exit the MIDI to one of the virtual MIDI ports installed by Gigastudio. However, if you perform a sequence on the same machine as gigastudio, you will encounter a problem because the tools do not place virtual MIDI ports in the system, which means that there is no way to feed the output of your
sequence into the appropriate tool. The solution is to use an additional loop utility to set the output of your sequence to the utility and to output the usability to the input of the corresponding tool. As many users reported problems such as Hubi's ineathing Loopback or MIDI OX on Windows XP, we found the easiest way to
overcome this problem on one machine is to use Jeff Hurchalla's Maple gadget, freely accessible from his website on www.marblesound.com. And since Maple is also used to run plug-ins for other libraries, such as Garritan Orchestral Strings and Post Piano Libraries, it saves you the need to moisturise your system with
additional widgets. In fact, there is no reason why both tools cannot be written as Maple plug-ins, and this could be a good solution for the future. When the appropriate tool is turned on and running, the default behavior for each of the 16 MIDI Thru channels is where midi data is sent without changes from the output input.
In addition to Thru, each MIDI channel can be set in one of three other ways: Alternate, Legato, and Repetition — the latter two are available and required only by the Performance Tool. Legato mode is the simplest to use because you can literally set the channel containing your legato instrument in Gigastudio in Legato
mode in Performance Tool mode, and while you can customize how the parameters respond, the default settings are usually satisfactory. Technically speaking, Legato mode works by intercepting and analyzing what you play and sending relevant Gigastudio data to trigger the correct music patterns. Alternate mode is
slightly more complicated, although it is basically a tool to automatically send keyswitch changes to gigastudio with each note you play, so that the sound of this note is varied. By default, you can use an alternate method to automatically switch patterns between arc up and down patterns for strings, for example. And by
using a more complex pattern and a basic instrument in a given category, you can use an alternate way to replace articulations in a given pattern: for example, legato note, legato note, pizzicato note, staccato note. A maximum of 12 samples can be determined at any time and switched using conventional key
assignments, as they are intercepted by a tool to switch patterns rather than articulation. And brilliantly, unlike the legato mode, there is also a polyphonic way, so you can play all the notes in a chord with the same articulation. Although the alternate way works well, the idea of using it to build articulate sentences seems
to me to be somewhat odd, since most people rarely write blocks of music that cycles the same sequence of articulations – still, I assume, would be useful for killing rhythmic iterations in the second movement of Beethoven's Seventh Symphony. For this type of articulation building, Halion String Edition's 'Combi'
instruments have the most played approach to date, where legato mode is selected by default, and switch to different articulations by holding the switch. Unlike the usual washing of keys, the new articulation is played only when the switch is reserved and the instruments are re-recorded in the legato when the key switch
is released. Perhaps you could add this option to the future version of VSL tools? The end mode is Repetition, which works in a very similar way to Alternate Mode, in that notes you play cycle patterns that are defined in the tool. For example, if you have an instrument with five repeating notes, you can program in binary
numbers to specify which repeating notes you want to trigger when playing. For example, if the sequence is 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, then after playing the second iteration, you would skip the third occurrence and instead the fourth iteration for the next note you are playing would be used. And as with alternate mode, you can set up
to 12 patterns that are switched over keys. However, there are some additional parameters in Recurrence mode that need to be configured separately for each instrument so that recurrences are played correctly, but it is unusual to be programmed manually from the values specified in the performance set
documentation. It's true that this isn't too much of a load, but these values should really be accessible as presets within the Performance Tool, so you can simply select the instrument you uploaded to gigastudio. Something else for the next version, please! While the tools work very well and legato mode you can easily
use straight out of the box, understanding alternative and repetitive ways takes a little more thought, although the exercises in the manual were clear and useful. The correct setting and correct integration of tools can take some time, and both library developers and users must hope that the next version of Gigastudio will
provide a better solution for additional applications and loop utilities. However, the maximum limit of the current version of both tools is that you can only use it on one MIDI port at a time. Given the overheads of the library, it is unlikely that you will ever need more than 16 channels with tool-driven functionality, but since
Gigastudio itself offers 64 channels, it would make sense to offer support for multiple ports if only to save you from having to load all the instruments that require the tool at the same port. Woodwinds VSL First Edition supplies only basic woodwinds of fours and flutes, clarinet, oboe and bassoon, so any serious attempt by
a full orchestra is out of the question. However, the current woodwind set sounds excellent and offers great musical choices. If you are looking to build some flute chords, this instrument is a tridynamically sustainable, progressive vibrato program with wonderfully serene, meditative quality. For melods that require a faster
attack without a vibrat, a normal attack maintains a better job, even if their notes last only two seconds. In the long note category, there are four types of permanent notes of different lengths; Probably for most purposes. But if after searching you don't find an abnormal attack, the retrogresive vibrato version that your
piece requires, you'll still need to figure out that this flute sounds very nice. A few low-50 flute notes are partly slow in the speech, but mostly their time is tight and unified. Trili are excellent, but their progressive dynamic versions are also very impressive. The patterns of oboe are very playful and one program has
particularly hit the post: filed under long notes, called a vibrato, progressive attack, and although the patterns are only two seconds long, it is an absolute dream for melod playing. The version no vibrato plays longer notes (seven to eight seconds), but unwavering delivery sounds less vabra. Another highlight is the half-
cast trili oboe - reminiscent of an Oriental shawm, can be played from the keyboard in snakes, insinuating, Middle Eastern styles that classical oboists never dreamed of. Clarinet is the only instrument that could cause significant musical limitations for users. The VSL instrument has only one type of long note (although, I
admit, sampled in six different dynamics), and one type of short note – staccato. Long notes of progressive attack are not fast enough for fast-moving melodies, but Stakato is by its very nature too short to wear a melody. Since all the usual trili and progressive dynamics of variation are in place, it is a mystery why the
basic long notes of this instrument should be so comparably thin on the ground. Maybe the player stormed off in the middle of the session and demanded more money? There is another problem with the SFZ and SFFZ clarinet patterns – their loud attacks have been heard distorting, and no amount of fidling with Giga's
MIDI mixer, sound card output settings or the structure of getting checks could be avoided. Let's hope the update addresses these issues, because this clarinet sounds wonderful and deserves to be heard in full, expressive musical effect. The bassist's seven-second run with or without a vibrat, but also offers a couple of
two- to three-second long notes that have a reduced upper range, as was evident in trying to play the opening high-lying bassoon solo from Stravinsky's The Rite Of Spring. Vibrato versions are highly played and have an attractive, emotional taste that is very effective for solo lines. Short notes are limited to staccatos with
four dynamic layers and are all beautifully played, but for some reason they are shot with a right-heavy stereo image – all other Bassoon styles sounds centralized. Crescendos and diminuendos are super narrow, all 14. For some excellent performances, but one technical question – as with clarinet, there is a hint of
distortion of loud attacks (fp, sfz &amp; sffz) in the Special Dynamics category. Four standalone wood veies play durable, staccato and portato note by selecting different and intensity of the vibrata, each instrument has three main categories of progressive dynamics. All but bassoon play tone and half-trili in abstention,
crescendo and diminuendo versions. Topping the Audition of beautifully recorded sounds in VSL's percussion first edition could easily appreciate the positive acoustic properties of the Silent Stage, which keeps the timbral and dynamic details to the smallest level. The sound menu is huge (over 12GB), but the basic set
of libraries is good to start with; comprises two there (oriental gongs), orchestratic bass drum, snare drum, crash cymbals (piatti) and suspended cymbals, plus tambur and triangle. There tams stands 130cm and 100cm off the floor, and while you occasionally see a larger model pull in for visual effect on a big rock show,
this pair makes a huge sound, especially when they are both playing at once! Their pp and mf dynamics give the confused bass a tutnja, but the f and ff hits positively exploding, making it a loud, scary racket that can beat the entire orchestra. Bass bobn sounds pretty bulky, but it also makes its usual heavy repertoire of
loud thumps and portentous rolls, playing some very subtile pp and p hits that feel more like hearing. It's a great dynamic. The left- and right hits on the zamki drum, along with a few tidily-excuted four-second rolls, provide great performance realism. The swing sounds very volatile, and its four dynamic layers were
beautifully programmed. There are bright, splashy abstentions and conversive accidents, played by two pairs of crash cymbals (piatti) of different sizes – with typical attention to detail, they were sampled in six dynamic layers. A single suspended cymbal (playing soft mallets) also performs some sumptuous flat hits and
tremolos. Tambura is not your plastic rock style jingler brandished by big-lipped leading singers around the world across, but a traditional wooden model with skin, shocked and shocked by the great aplomb of an individual whose name we'll never know. In the end, occupying the upper frequency (but low price) range, we
find a triangle. This crafty device plays durable and pressed hits, plus a rather tremolo roll. Full Metal Racket Although a good introduction to the warehouse of percussion treasures in the library, VSL basic percussion set just skims the surface. Each of the individual map instruments contains extensive alternatives,
started with six different tami sizes from 52 to 130cm. Various types of large, booming multi-dynamic hits and metal klangs are interspersed with ghosts, groaning crescendos that are created by rubbing fireproper surfaces with a rubber ball - ideal for teenage TV spook-outs. Alternatively, if you would like to note that
dinner is served in a clan's 10-piece harmony, a full set of 44 chromatic gongs is available, spanning three and a half octanes and sampled in three dynamics. The choice between the nine seed piatti libraries could clash of interests, so if you're in a hurry, go for the biggest (22-inch) pair - ungodly, they sound the most
grandiozna. In the single section of cymbal are VSL sampled crash, ride, splash and China models, all played with drums, timpani mallets, metal bars, brushes, and violin arch, a lovely, unasuji screechy din. All versions sound healthy, though the splash of cymbal brush hits sounds unjuddge much. Add in a mix of multi-
dynamic maintained, crescendo and diminuendo rolls played by various beaters, throw in two pairs of excellent fingering cymbals, and you're in cymbal heaven. In the absence of Marimbe VSL's xylophone, he waits to skip into action in all sorts of entertaining cartoon soundtracks, and straight notes sampled by three
dynamics are separated into hits on the left and right hands, with the player also performing some masterfully controlled tremolos. Other shut-off percussion instruments include glockenspiel and a set of crotals (small off-the-air cymbals). The latter, who usually play with metal beaters, also got new music violin-bow
treatment, producing a high screaming tone that pleased my ears, but they set my teeth to the edge – other parts of my body remained neutral. The Glock is amazing. He played with metal beaters, produced clean, ethereal notes, while wooden brawlers give a harder, 'knockier' attack. Two different brands of pipe bells
compete for the user's attention: the Deagan brand makes a classic, bright, slightly nasal 'ding-dang-dung-dong!' sound, which the British know too well from the University Challenge theme, while the philharmonic type sounds more rounded, full and solemn, with strange overtones that add a non-hearted taste to the
church bell. Both parts play with leather and plastic batters, and Deagan's set also contributes to the tremolos, which plays on the choice of mallets or brushes. The reading list continues as an inventory of Aladdin's cave, which includes beautiful multi-directional Japanese singing, various types of bells and a great set of
cencerros (off-the-back jeans). VSL's unsusable recording quality and attention to musical details runs like a gold-icing in the entire kit, reviving instruments and supplying users with a huge armor of expressive percussion. The first editions of the orchestral cube and the VSL implementation set are only the tip of the
iceberg; The 24-bit Pro Releases are expected to arrive later this year, followed by a compelling mega edition called Symphonic Cube. The purpose of the latter is to provide a lexicon of the design in the style of a construction kit, based on various articulations of scales, broken chords, trili major intervals, changing
repetition of notes, more complex consecutive repetitions and triple grace notes. Those who purchased the first edition will be able to upgrade to the Pro Edition for vip price, and since the Pro Edition is sold as a follow-up to the first release, users will be able to receive their Pro Edition in a different format and use both at
the same time. 1. Consideration for anyone considering buying the First Edition now is that this product will be discontinued upon release of the more expensive Pro Edition.PRO EDITION PREVIEWS instruments in the Pro Edition will include:STRINGS* Solo Violin*.* Solo Forehead*.* Sordino (muted) versions for
maintenance, detachés, Tremolos and dynamics on all sections.* Ponticello and non-vibrato variations.* Glissandi.WOODWIND &amp; Brass. LKALKE* Altar-boy bells.* Angklung.* Anvil.* Bell tree.* Boo bams.* Brake discs and springs.* Bull roarer.* Burmese bells.* Castanets.* Caxixi.* Celeste.* Chimes.* Chinese
gongs.* Claves.* Cuica.* Finger bells.* *Guiro.* The Lion's roar.* The Log drum.* The Ocean drum.* The Beijing opera gongs.* Rainmaker.* Ratchets.* Rock bells.* Shaker.* Ship's bell.* Siren.* Sleigh bells.* Tambourine jingle.* Temple blocks.* Vibraphone.* Waldteufel (friction drum).* Waterphone. * = also included in
performance set pro edition. Timporary Craze When you add up all their versions of playback, it is little wonder that VSL timpani consume 3.5GB of disk space, enough for a standalone library. Individual hits were played with medium, hard, medium hard, wooden and sensory mallets, as well as fingers; and three types of
mallet also perform permanent, multidynamic tremolo rolls and a selection of mysterious upbeats. It turns out these are accented single hits, in front of them are single, double, triple or quadruple grace notes, a nice way of adding dramatic emphasis to the timpani hit. Using medium-sized mallets the player performs
further variations such as secco (short notes pressed after about a second) and coperto (covered with cloth) one-off hits, crescendo and diminuendo rolls of different lengths and intensity, up and down one-hit glissandi (with pedal bend pitch) and tremolo glissandi (ditto). As if that wasn't enough, all individual hits come in
two versions that are conveniently grouped into two separate keyboard zones to play on the left and right hands to avoid the syndrome of the same pattern each time with a few instruments containing as many as six dynamic layers. These big shut-off drums sound clean, strong and resonant, although to get the whole,
walloping even Sprach Zarathustra effect you need to add some reverb. Far from being just a building to record some orchestral actors, the Silent Stage was custom-made to collect samples for the library, with all the acoustic reading you would expect from a major world classical concert venue. But that's not all – in
addition to acoustic therapy, there's also a lot of sound insulation, as shown in the photo mentioned above! When recording samples, there are two schools of thought: place players on the stage of a large hall and record instruments from the perspective of conductor or audience taking advantage of the hall's natural
acoustics; or record the instruments as accurately as possible in a controlled acoustic space and allow users to add their own ambience. While both approaches have advantages and disadvantages, the VSL has gone the last way, and at the heart of everything that's been recorded is The Silent Stage, a specially
designed acoustic space that claims to offer exceptional 90dB soundproofing from the outside world. To test the insulation between the interior of the Pacific stage and the outside world, VSL did something truly representative of its cornerless approach: they hired a helicopter and steered it to hover barely metres above
the roof of the Silent Stage. Inside the room, so the story goes, no one heard anything, and the engineers noise counters even flash. It's pretty quiet! Despite the excellent acoustical characteristics of the silent phase, it should be reported that VSL, like most sample libraries, uses a noise-cancelling algorithm for all its
samples, which operates on the principle that if the sample had to contain a whole trace of noise, the amount would obviously be multiplied for each note played. However, the noise reduction process used for VSL is very similar to Colonel KFC's secret recipe: no one would tell us anything about it except that it's an
incredibly new and expensive technology. Performance Set The great discussion of orchestral patterns takes place as follows: the patterns are essentially fixed, one-off recordings, so they are limited in their ability to mimic the many subtle, mobile, organic nihances of a true performance. Should componors ignore these
limitations and composition as real instruments or instead pragmatically adjust their style and write for patterns? VSL's Performance Set First Edition rejects the latter notion, which shows the steely determination to make its samples consistent with the composer's will. To this end, it covers four main areas in great depth:
legato performances, repetition notes, grace notes and octav running. To understand what lies behind VSL's performance position, we need to understand what happens when an instrument or ensemble plays in a legato style (literally, tied up). The first note legato melody line has a built-in initial attack, easy to reproduce
in the sample, but then have notes of little or no that occurs instead of being part of a continuous sound flow. This poses a problem: how to introduce new patterns of different plots, while maintaining this smooth, liquid effect. The VSL solution is both brave and slightly crazy; in their own words, each space was sampled
from a smaller second to the octave, up and down from each note in the instrument range, and shaded the front of each sample, so that only a few milliseconds of initial notes remained. The trace of the previous note calls these real legato patterns (played by all instruments except the harp) smooth transitions between
one metre and the other. But how do you choose the appropriate pattern for each successive plot while making their transitions sound natural? The short answer is not, because VSL provides a smart program called Performance Tool that works for you — see the Store Tools box on page 198 for more information. There
are a few limitations and overhangs: as you might expect, the legato mode works monophonically, and currently works on only one dynamic layer at a time due to restrictions in Gigastudio v2.5. Although many performance positions have been sampled in several dynamics, their dynamic layers are presented in separate
programs. Even legato instruments are very intense for memory: with each chromatic sampled note there are 24 variants (12 different intervals, up and down from the basic pitch), loading seven or eight such instruments chews almost half gigabyte of memory. As a therefore, users who want to build a lot of real show
locations in the arrangements may have to deduct or invest in additional giga systems. But to hell with that technical data! Musically, the true legato effect is a smooth success that gives particularly stunning results to solo trumpets and flutes. Thanks to VSL's masterful programming, melodies really sound united, and
even the big jumps of the sixth or seventh sound are perfectly natural. On solo instruments, fidly performances such as a quick grace note, ornaments and even trills sound fluid and extremely compelling. Legato portamentos strings are a wonderful bonus, giving role models the means to mimic (or at least, amultivel)
fantastical, atmospheric slides performed by strings in Indian pop music. Everything in it is a very rewarding, expressive and innovative section of the library. Although the idea of real legatos has been around for some time, VSL's brilliant idea of the concept represents real advances in sampling technology. Repetition
Performances Musical Notes are like snowflakes: none of the two are the same. And even in an excerpt of repetitive notes, each iteration will sound subtle different from its predecessor; If you want the exact reproduction of the effect of repeated notes, repeating the same pattern is repeatedly unsatisfactory. VSL strikes
a blow to enhanced realism in this area by providing many kinds of repetition performances. Played in the selection of legato, staccato and portato styles (all includes straight, crescendo and diminuendo versions), with as many as nine iterations of note and three dynamic layers, these patterns go a long way towards
ensuring that your patterns will never become repeative again when they repeat! VSL Performance Set £939pros Offers an almost insane amount of performance patterns. Music, sound quality, programming and documentation are in line with the orchestral cube. Recorded under the same conditions, this set of samples
may be freely mixed and with those in the main library. The tool of operation gives the legatu to play musical realism, which was previously out of reach with patterns.consTempo kotingi are not always accurate. Gigastudio limitations mean that performance tool features are not as tightly integrated as on other
platforms.summaryA complete orchestral cube companion, this huge volume adds additional expressive dimensions to the library. This is a worthy addition to the VSL K, which will be welcomed by all serious orchestral singles. The repetition of the note is divided into quarterly, the 8th and 16th categories of notes, which
is performed in a selection of different tempos. There are many options: if you take 14 violins as an example, you can choose a quarter of notes at 130 to 140bpm or the eighth and 16th notes at 115 to 120bpm, which include between five and nine iterations. Slow, quarterly one-off reruns between 54 and 64bpm are also
provided. Surprisingly, there is no overall coordinated pace of the plan; The loud dynamics of the notes legato quarter violin is listed at 140bpm, while the silent version lags at 130bpm. Equivalent viola samples were sampled at 115bpm, on the other hand. As with legato instruments, repeating instruments rely on the
performance tool, and the idea is that you can program individual notes in sequence (at the same pace, multiple notes were recorded at — or faster), and playback will automatically reconstruct repeating notes to give you a more natural sound. Again, like legato instruments, each note (except the first) contains a small
part of the previous note. Although repetition can sometimes be a fidly program, as you may need to calculate the lengths of the notes and tempos yourself in order to choose the correct instrument in gigastudio, there is no doubt that the results are real. Octave Runs Many library stacks feature a string of stretch runs, but
VSL have taken the idea further than other sound companies. Violins, violas and cellos all play fast, legato, major and minor up and down octave runs, starting on each scale step across the two-octave range in all 12 keys, and sampled at f and p dynamics. Double basses perform the same set of sprints on a slightly
reduced scale, playing only one dynamic. Alternative versions of these startups with the removed initial note are available on push witch keys, and in some combined programs, fast twirl mod wheels converts ascending runs into their down-mobile counterparty. The smaller scale selected for the library is a harmonic-
smaller species that uses notes A, B, C, D, E, F, and G# in key A. If you prefer folksier smaller scales A, B, C, D, E, F# and G, loading G-major runs and playing note A will give you exactly that plot. Higher strings also carry the whole and chromatic scales, as well as spiccato versions of larger scales. This Olympian
running-fest is poured in wind service with flute, oboe, clarinet and three trumpets that offer the same musical permutations as strings. In addition, basoon and solo trumpet whipping out bi-directional octafies runs on a larger scale. It is impossible to have anything other than praise for the musical effect of these dart lines,
which are vibrant, well played and extremely comprehensive. However, their tempo ads are misleading in places: the violin and viola section runs with the 200bpm mark to be played at 240 and 180bpm respectively, while double basses are played as 180bpm playing between 112 and 132bpm. It's best to ignore names
and use your ears. Upbeats & Grace Notes Brass ensembles and solo brass in VSL's Performance Set have their own comprehensive upbeats, similar to those played by Timpani in The Tolčka's main library DVD. The difference is that these brass are pace-class. Each instrument plays a short note before one, two or
three 16s at each chromatic step of its range. The solo trumpet does this trick at 11 different tempos, ranging from 90 to 190bpm, with each performance being played in three dynamics; other instruments are no less luxurious in scope. Although filming must be quite a task, the result is a large set of honeyed articulations,
which, if the programmer has the time and skill to use them delicately, will add a lot of realism to the arrangements. Installation at VSL headquarters in Vienna. At the height of the sample editing process on VSL First Edition, more than 30 editors were employed to complete the work. VSL's gracitic notes are performed
only by wood vehibi and solo pelvic moonlight, as with the samples of the true legate, at each chromatic step of the instrument ranges were recorded up and down the grace note of all chromatic intervals up to octave. These sets of samples are presented in 24 separate programs, but an alternative set of faster-talking
legato grace notes with shmited fronts combines all 24 options in one super-program. To select the required interval, there are several locks, with the low C#1 key selecting a set of intervals of smaller seconds, D1 selecting intervals of larger seconds, and so on, all the way to C0 for octave intervals. Up and down
versions are presented on a split keyboard that gives instant access to both styles, and the effect is very expressive. The notes of the solo honey grace follow the same format as wood vehidi, but are limited to the choice of intervals of smaller seconds and larger seconds. I Never Glid Before The Four French Horns'
rousing glissandi from VSL's Brass &amp; Woodwinds set appear again in the Performance, but with extended capabilities — glisses now offer interval between a fourth and octave, with up and down switch versions via the mod wheel. Solo horn joins the party with its own glyssando set, multidynamic and executed at two
speeds, and finally a trombone gets to use your slide in a way that was devoted to nature, executing a measured series of glids in the choice of lubricious or raspy timbres. Herb Tucmandel in his office. The horns of the worms are on the root note for a short beat before they launch into the slide itself. Note that users may
want a more immediate effect, VSL have presented us with an alternative set of performance glissandi patterns that are dispersed with this initial initial note. The full set of solo trombone performance glissandi also cut straight at the slide. Although it is possible to forged harp glissandi by subjugating single-white patterns
to quickly clean up or down the keyboard, the patterns of the real thing are much nicer. VSL's harp is a wonderfully sounding instrument, and its glissandi (total 3.7GB) is a means of any orchestral role model and offer a large number of choices. There are slow, medium and fast glissandos that extend into one, three and
five octau, one and more cross-gliding and fast ff single-octane strings. Versions up and down can be replaced via mod wheels; the vast majority of programs use two layers of speed, and, needless to say, this bountiful collection is supplied in all 12 keys. The entire shooting match is duplicated in larger and smaller
versions, the latter using the aforesquely described harmonic-minor scale. All in all, there is definitely enough glissandi to shake the stick on, and the quality of recording, tuning and playing is absolutely beautiful. It would also be nice to hear the ornate but contaus sound of pentatonal and larger seven chord glissandi,
along with some more atonal variants, but kaleidoscopic sound and timbral variations of the harp are subtracted for limited harmonic dining. Perfect cadence This may be a cliché to say this, but a sound library can only be considered truly successful when its patterns inspire the user to play and write music. This has
happened countless times during the review, which proves that the value of the Vienna Symphony Library exceeds its market price. In the crazy hall of the tech market, many of today's music products become obsolete almost overnight, but this library is surely destined to be here for years to come. In the meantime, its
musical depth and subtlety should give pleasure to anyone who hears it, as well as provide valuable educational insights into the functioning of the real orchestra. The best compliment that can be paid to VSL came from one of the user forums, where rumors of the existence of the library first emerged. Someone there
noticed that when you listen to music created by VSL, you no longer listened, or the results were real, but you listened to whether the music itself was good or not. And that's the ultimate goal achieved by the Vienna Symphony Library: to make samples serve music, not the other way around. Thanks to Martin Tichy and
Herb Tucmandl from VSL for their help during of this review. Performance Set First Edition (GigaStudio/EXS24) at seven £939 DVDs;Orchestral Cube First Edition (GigaStudio/EXS24) on seven DVDs set £1,189;separate Strings library £595; separate brass & woodwinds library £530;separate tolka library £250. Time
&amp; Space +44 (0)1837 55200. www.timespace.com www.vsl.co.at www.vsl.co.at
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